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 Japanese paper

Mino Washi
fine and superior
quality texture

〈For souvenirs〉

〈For foods〉

〈For gifts〉

New Wrapping Style

You can easily do Japanese-traditional 

wrapping! This wrapping calls people's 

attention and makes your item look more 

special and KAWAII.

Easy Wrapping

SO EASY!
  Wrap it around your items.
SO EASY!
  Wrap it around your items.

Noshi Note has a special harmony with casual design and Japanese formal wrapping style.
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Noshi Note
with a display kit

You can easily do Japanese-traditional 
wrapping! This wrapping calls people's 
attention and makes your item look more 

special and KAWAII.

Elegant Japanese patterns with 
natural light colors

Japanese traditional patterns arranged 
in modern design.

Watercolored-painting patterns of 
plants and annimals

Western-style Noshi design with laces 
and ribbons

※Some pen might cause blur on Noshi Note.

Noshi Note uses fine and superior-quality washi with silk-like glossy 
surface. Also, this washi is so sturdy that it is easy to wrap an item.

■Mino Washi (60g/㎡)

■Attach 40 semitransparent
　　　　　　　　stickers 

■Enable to hang on a hook

Fo
r s

ou
ven
irs・For foods・For gifts

●Large - H82mm×W210mm
　Small - H45mm×W210mm

●20 wrapping papers (4 designs × 5 papers)

http://www.taka.co.jp/sp/noshinote/

Webpage has been launched!

You can display 8 kinds of Noshi 

Note. This saves spaces and 

looks organized.

You will see the sample wrappings and 
detailed description of Noshi Note.

Easy Wrapping

■Include 40 packages of Noshi Note (4 designs of 5 large Noshi 
　Note and the same 4 designs of 5 small Noshi Note)
■Display kit - H195×W250×D295mm
●Display kit is made by corrugated boards (500g/㎡）

50-97901set
item no.Order Unit

Noshi Note with a display kit

4 9 7 4 2 6 8 5 6 8 2 9 8

●SASAGAWA Co. Ltd. will deal with these listed items until 28/Dec/2016 
●Listed prices are set in Dec/2015. The prices might be changed without any notice due to 
the change of raw material costs or the product improvements.

●Listed items might be changed or discontinued without any notice.

●The size is described as H = height, W = width and D = depth.
●The color of the listed items might be different from the color of the originals.
●Unauthorized use of the design of Noshi Note is prohibited.
●In order to prevent any operational errors, you may use item numbers to order

SASAGAWA CO., LTD./TAKA Brand


